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Avoid expensive storage costs: inventory management allows. 1. Test Inventory checks can help you establish the required production and demand
volumes. This process should take place regularly, but you can do it once to check if the planned activity has completed and to make sure everything is

done on time. You can check whether your stocks are at the level you planned with the help of a check. 2. Use the indicator "every ruble" When you are
developing a planned inventory impact, calculate how much money you might need to carry out the planned work. This will help you prevent unexpected
expenses. In addition, it helps to estimate the required resources in order to gain economies of scale. The resulting figure shows what needs to be done to

reach the predicted level of stocks. When it comes to estimating, the cost price is taken as the basis, and based on its results, you can proceed to the
analysis. These basic approaches will give you a flexible inventory optimization scheme that will help you achieve your goals. Once this procedure has
been carried out, you will have a clear idea of â€‹â€‹â€‹â€‹the order of your actions. And this scheme will work even when production becomes more
complicated. Your time is exactly the resource that is on the wane. And the last thing that will help you save time is purposeful work with cumulative
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